
 
 

GloLens   Wide   Angle   I�uminating   Lens  
 
 
When   I   think   about   just   how   far   photography   has   come   since   I   was   a   kid 
–   I   am   amazed!      I   can’t   wait   to   see   where   the   world   of   photography   takes 
us. 

When   my   great-grandparents   were   younger   –   there   were   very   few 
photos.      It   wasn’t   something   you   could   just   take   any   �me   you   want. 
Then   my   parents   lived   in   the   age   of   110   cameras   and   polaroid   cameras. 
Polaroids   were   far   too   expensive   to   use   more   than   on   a   rare   occasion 
and   110   cameras   were   okay   but   the   quality   was   also   okay.      Even   my 
oldest   two   children   started   out   with   their   own   Disney   110   cameras.      Of 
course   their   110’s   even   had   memory   cards   in   them   so   they   were   sort   of   a 
ramped   up   version. 

Nowadays   though   people   have   cameras   with   them   all   the   �me.      Sure 
there   are   DSLRs,   pocket   35mm   digital   cameras   etc…   but   everyone   has   a 
cell   phone   now   (almost   everyone)   with   a   camera.      We   have   cameras   with 
us   all   the   �me   –   and   not   just   adults,   even   kids.      It   is   just   what   the   world 
has   become.      My   kids   are   no   different.      When   my   oldest   three   were   teenagers   smartphones   were   such   a   novelty   I   was   able   to   not 
get   them   one   –   heck   we   didn’t   even   have   one. 

Also,   selfies   have   gone   from   being   a   rare   event   to   some   people   taking   selfies   every   single   day.      As   a   blogger   I   need   to   take   selfies 
o�en.      However,   the   cell   phones   do   not   have   a   light   or   a   flash   on   the   side   of   the   camera   to   take   selfies.      This   problem   is   solved 
with   the    Glolens ! 

GloLens   is   by    JustFashionit    and   it   is   a   wide   angle   illumina�ng   cellphone   lens.      This   lens   makes   taking   selfies   that   are   gorgeous   – 
easy.      The   light   has   3   se�ngs   to   enhance   selfies. 
 
This   GloLens   includes   a   carrying   case   and   USB   charging   cable   to   recharge   the   light.      It   also   fits   most   smartphones   and   tablets. 
The   12   LED   bulbs   enhance   every   scene.   Choose   rose   gold,   gold   or   silver.   When   combined   with   the   U   Speaker   as   a   remote   control 
for   your   phone,   the   GloLens   makes   your   remote   selfie   the   best   ever! 
Visit   Fashionit   online   and   grab   free   shipping   for   orders   online   over   $50   with   code:   FreeShipping50.      Find   the   nearest   retailer   by 
zip   code   at   their   “Where   To   Buy”   page   at    www.jus�ashionit.com .   Look   for   them   where   gi�s   are   sold   from   in   downtown   specialty 
shops,   toy   stores,   and   pharmacies   to   na�onal   chains   such   as   Barnes   &   Noble,   Paper   Source,   Bed,   Bath   &   Beyond. 
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